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Abstract
Let H be a normal subgroup ofG. Let W be a G-invariant indecomposable

RH-module with vertexQ. Let V be an indecomposable direct summand of the
induced moduleWG. Let W0 and V 0 be the Green correspondents ofW and
V in NH (Q) and NG(Q) respectively. Then we prove thatrankR V=rankRW =
rankR V 0=rankRW0.

Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring, and letF be the residual field ofO
of characteristicp > 0. We assume thatO and F are big enough. LetR be O or F .

Let G be a finite group. LetH be a normal subgroup ofG. Let W be aG-invariant
indecomposableRH-module with vertexQ. Let W0 be the Green correspondent ofW
with respect to (H , Q, NH (Q)). Then G = H NG(Q), and W0 is NG(Q)-invariant. We
write WG for the induction ofW to G. Set E = EndRG(WG) and3 = EndRH(W). We
can writeE in the formE =

P
x̄2X

L
Ex̄ whereX = G=H andEx̄ is the R-submodule of

E mappingW = W
1 to W
 x insideWG, and HomRH(W, W x) �= Ex̄ (as R-module)
by [4, Chap. 4, Lemma 6.4]. ClearlyEx̄ Eȳ � Exy, for x̄, ȳ 2 X. Also we can use the
stability hypothesis to choose an element'x̄ 2 Ex̄ mappingW 
 1 isomorphically onto
W 
 x; it follows that 'x̄ is a unit in E. Since E1̄ can be identified with3, we have
Ex̄ =3'x̄ = 'x̄3. ThusEx̄ can also be identified with HomRH(W, W x). We do so in this
paper. SetE0 = EndRNG(Q)((W0)NG(Q)), and30 = EndRNH (Q)(W0). It is well-known that
J(3)E � J(E) (resp.J(30)E0 � J(E0)), and E=J(3)E (resp.E0=J(30)E0) is a twisted
group algebra.

In [3], the outhor proves thatE0=J(30)E0 is isomorphic toE=J(3)E, which al-
ready appears without proof in Cline [2]. Here we will give anapplication of the above
isomorphism. The following is our main result.

Theorem. Keep notation and assumptions as above. Then the Green correspon-
dence gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of non-isomorphic indecom-
posable direct summands of WG and that of (W0)NG(Q), and keeps multiplicities. Let
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V be an indecomposable direct summand of WG. Let V0 be the Green correspondent
of V in NG(Q). Then rankR V=rankRW = rankR V 0=rankRW0.

Proof. From the proof of the main theorem in [3], we do not knowwhether the
isomorphism given there is compatible with the Green correspondence. Here we will
first construct an isomorphism fromE0=J(30)E0 to E=J(3)E, which is compatible
with the Green correspondence.

Let L be a subgroup ofG. For RL-modulesW1 and W2, there is a homomorphism

TrG
L : HomRL(W1, W2)! HomRG((W1)G, (W2)G),

such that the following holds: forf 2 HomRL(W1, W2) and
P

x2LnG ux 
 x 2 (W1)G,

TrG
L ( f )

 X
x2LnG

ux 
 x

!
=
X

x2LnG

f (ux)
 x.

Assume that (W0)H = W�M for someRH-module M. Then (W0)G = WG �MG. Let� = fP : P < Q \ Qx, fo somex 2 H � NH (Q)g. Then M and MG are�-projective.
Let �WG: WG! (W0)G and�WG: (W0)G!WG be the inclusion map and the projection
map, respectively. We have the following algebra homomorphism:

� : EndRNG(Q)((W0)NG(Q))! EndRG(WG)
f 7! �WG � TrG

NG(Q)( f ) � �WG .

Since MG is �-projective,

EndRG((W0)G) = EndRG(WG) + TrG�(EndR((W0)G)).

It is easy to see that

EndRG(WG) \ TrG�(EndR((W0)G)) = TrG�(EndR(WG)).

By [4, Chapter 4, Lemma 5.3], the map TrG
NG(Q) induces the following algebra iso-

morphism:

EndRNG(Q)((W
0)NG(Q))=TrNG(Q)� (EndR((W0)NG(Q)))! EndRG((W0)G)=TrG�(EndR((W0)G),

so � induces the following algebra isomorphism:

� : EndRNG(Q)((W
0)NG(Q))=TrNG(Q)� (EndR((W0)NG(Q)))! EndRG(WG)=TrG�(EndR(WG)).

By [4, Chapter 4, Lemma 5.1 (Dade)], the following isomorphism holds:X
x2HnG

M
TrH� (HomR(W, W x)) = TrH� (HomR(W, WG)) �= TrG�(EndR(WG)).
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Let I = TrH� (EndR(W)) and I 0 = TrNH (Q)� (EndR(W0)). It is easy to see that
TrH� (HomR(W, W xi )) = HomRH(W, W xi ) � I . Thus by identification, TrG�(EndR(WG))
is just the graded idealE I of E generated byI . Let E0 I 0 be the graded ideal
of E0 generated byI 0. Then TrG�(EndR(WG)) = E I and TrNG(Q)� (EndR(W0NG(Q))) =
E0 I 0. Thus � gives an isomorphism fromE0=E0 I 0 to E=E I . Since both W and
W0 are not�-projective, I � J(3) and I 0 � J(30). Note that by restriction� in-
duces an algebra isomorphism from30=I 0 to 3=I . Thus � induces an isomorphism
from 30=J(30) to 3=J(3). So � sends J(30) to J(3). As � is an isomorphism
from E0=E0 I 0 to E=E I , we have that� is an isomorphism fromE0=J(30)E0 to
E=J(3)E.

The first statement of the Theorem is obvious. ThusV 0 is an indecomposable di-
rect summand of (W0)NG(Q). Let e0 be a (primitive) idempotent ofE0 correspondent to
V 0. Let e be a primitive idempotent ofE such that�(ē0) = ē. Set Ṽ = eWG. Then Ṽ
is of vertex Q, and is a direct summand of TrG

NG(Q)(e
0)(W0)G = (e0(W0)NG(Q))G = (V 0)G.

We must have thatṼ is the Green correspondent ofV 0. Thus V �= Ṽ . By Cline
[1, Corollary 3.15], V �= W 
3 eE and V 0 �= W0 
30 e0E0. Since eE=J(3)eE =�(e0E0=J(30)e0E0), we have dimF e0E0=J(30)e0E0 = dimF eE=J(3)eE. So

rankR V=rankR W = dimF eE=J(3)eE = dimF e0E0=J(30)e0E0 = rankR V 0=rankR W0,
as desired.
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